


4. INDIVIDUAL RECALL:
i) Flag "X" and One Sound Signal.

5. GENERAL RECALL:
i) 1st Substitute and 2 Sound Signals may be made. The recalled Class(es) will be

restarted without any delay at the end of, and in order of, the Starting Schedule.

6. SHORTENED COURSE:
i) Flag "S" and Two Sound Signals with Class Flag(s) displayed on the committee

vessel will signify that boats should proceed to the Finishing Line and FINISH,
even if they have been lapped. This amends RRS 32.2

ii) The finishing time for boats that have been lapped shall be adjusted in an
equitable manner. NOTE: The Officer of the Day may ask boats at the end
of the fleet to retire before completing the full course, in which case an

equitable arrangement will be made regarding their finishing position.

7. THE FINISH:
i) The Finishing Line will be between the main mast of the Committee Boat and a

nearby mark. This mark will usually be the same mark as is used for the Start
Line, but it may be much closer to the Committee Boat. The Line must always
be crossed from the direction of the Leeward Mark.

8. PROTESTS:
i) A boat wishing to protest another competitor must inform the Race Officer of

the Day before leaving the Race Area.
ii) Protests should be lodged, in writing, within one hour of the last boat finishing

Protests will normally be heard at 1700 hours on the Sunday following the
Incident.

9. LIABILITY:
i) Neither the Dun Laoghaire Motor Yacht Club, the sponsors, the rescue

personnel, nor the organisers can be held responsible for any injury, accident
or damage to any person, boat or equipment arising out of these races.
Competitors participate in the Frostbite entirely at their own risk in accordance
with Rule 4, Decision to Race.

10. SCORING:
The Low Points Scoring System, Appendix A of the Racing Rules of Sailing shall
apply, adjusted as below. Clause A5 shall apply.

i) In the PY fleet, boats' times will be corrected according to the Portsmouth
Yardstick system.
Points will be awarded as follows:-
First:1 Retirals: Number of starters plus 1
Second:2 Disqualifications: Number of starters plus 2
Third:3 etc. Non-Starters: Number of entrants plus 1

ii) DISCARDS will be allowed as follows:
18 - 20 races sailed: 5 discards 9 - 11 races sailed: 2 discards
15 - 17 races sailed: 4 discards 6 - 8 races sailed: 1 discard
12 - 14 races sailed: 3 discards 5 or less races sailed: all races

count
iii) Lowest total wins. Ties will be broken in accordance with A8.

11. SAFETY:
i) Adequate personal buoyancy must be worn by all competitors. Wet suits

are not sufficient.
ii) Each dinghy should have on board a knife, which is readily accessible in

the case of capsize.
iii) All dinghies MUST have a TOWING LINE properly secured.
iv) Entrants shall not go outside the Harbour between 1330 hours and dark,

unless racing is being held outside the Harbour.
v) In breezy conditions, especially if the race is abandoned, boats must

return to shore as quickly as possible after finishing or retiring. (NOTE: In
extreme conditions, it may not be possible to return to the point
of departure). If racing is being conducted outside the harbour the

safest point of return may well be the public slip in Seapoint Bay.
vi) The priority of Rescue Boat Skippers is the safety of PEOPLE. The

instructions of Rescue Boat Skippers must be obeyed.
vii) Failure to comply with any of these Safety Instructions may lead to non

discardable disqualification.
viii) In the event of the racing being abandoned due to severe weather

conditions, competitors are required, in the interest of safety, to
report immediately back to the DMYC on their arrival on-shore.
(Telephone: 2801371).
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